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Assignment 1 
 
Question 
 
Outline and critically evaluate the necessary steps for ISO 9000 compliance with 
regard to this organization and the nature of its business and software development 
environment, with particular reference to ISO 9000:2000 and to TickIT objectives, 
highlighting the possible impact upon the organisational culture. 
 
Identify possible alternative approaches to quality in the context of this organisation 
and show how they complement or compete with the ISO 9000:2000 approaches. 
 
Support your argument with reference to the appropriate literature using the Harvard 
referencing standard. Essays without adequate research and references will not 
receive high marks. 
 
 
 
 
Dialectic Standardisation 

It would appear, according to the Case Study in Appendix 1, that Newtown Police 
Department’s (NPD’s) delegation and cognition relies heavily on computerised 
mitigation rather than human sense. Surely a human police mind can understand 
criminal behaviour where a program cannot. Credibility is tangible to computer 
operation; human ethics are not, related by Bynum and Rogerson (2004). How are 
NPD’s incoming telephone calls security authorised? Anyone from the Press to 
business might be interested in NPD’s recorded personal details, from acts of crime to 
mere address details. What makes the police details easily accessible to their staff can 
easily be accessible to the outside. Software quality assurance can be made in this 
case, though not intellectual quality assurance. In their introduction Millican and 
Clark (1996) question the Turing Test observation that a ‘superarticulate’ computer 
could answer questions better than a ‘human expert’. This flaw they see might hamper 
any observation of the ‘abstract nature of intelligence’ or typically criminal 
‘autonomous developments.’ 

There is police recognition of the ‘hard shell, soft centre’ to security maintenance, 
recorded by Findlay and McKinlay (2003: 305). Is there a hard shell protecting police 
information or methodology, and if it is breeched, possibly by virus, are the contents 
easily attainable? Where then is quality or safety assurance? 
 
The ISO 9000 community should ‘police itself’, an anticipation and desire by the 
International Organization of Standardization’s (2006) Secretary-General Dr. L. 
Eicher. This, surely, will not generate a feasible method of operation for an already 
encumbered force: one that Collier, Edwards and Shaw (2004) examine the average 
British police forces’ cerebral capacity and suggest ‘an investment in technology may 
not yield the appropriate changes in behaviour.’ That will become noticeable in both 
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internal computer use, and national crime inspection. Ethical and ethnic understanding 
cannot be divulged sufficiently from a computer program. Interestingly, Johnson 
(2001) presumes ‘that the ethical issues follow the technology’ and so clearly we can 
presume the reverse is also true; meaning that ‘human value’ will be less important in 
a computer dominated police environment. Sherlock Holmes, in Conan Doyle’s 
(1893) ‘The Greek Interpreter’, states that ‘art in the blood is liable to take the 
strangest forms’: a certainty that is inconceivable to modern police software, although 
Holmes admits his facility for deduction is somewhat more artistic than systematic 
training allows. A superlative, though fictional, observation on the ethical and ethnic 
intricacies of police work, the latter highlighted again by Holmes’s declaration of his 
French grandmother’s artist father.  
 
Fortunately Appendix 1 lists the Records and Identification Bureau’s (RIB’s) role and 
responsibilities, which are easily navigable by current police staff: a surfeit of 
identification ability is already taught to probationary officers. Computer aid to the 
purpose aligned will likely be appropriate. Appendix 1’s Newtown Police Chief 
regard to ISO 9001 is satisfactory and suitably cautious, as befits police operations, 
although the Federal Bureau of Investigation (2001: 205) report on intrusions into 
government computer networks being ‘serious’. The director of the ‘National 
Infrastructure Protection Center’ (NIPC) reports the 1219 intrusion cases into military 
and federal networks that took place in 2001. That number had doubled since both the 
1999 and 2000 records. The report also recommends an ‘interagency’ structure to 
alleviate problems in national computer systems and to prevent any computer-enabled 
‘Achilles heel’. For reasons of American polity NIPC would not comment on the 
intellectual ability of interagency personnel. The Newtown Police Chief did question 
the quality of NPD’s computer ‘processes’ and a judiciary is not mechanical. 
 
 
Exchange of theses or ignore by anti-theses? 
 
Software Configuration Management according to the module Lecture (2005:Week 4) 
observes that ‘software projects are business projects.’ One could associate with 
software configuration not being conducive to police business, although the Lecture 
notes we are not discussing the issue. Is the connection of business and police 
software debatable? Sheptycki (2004) is in favour of Intelligence led systems. Kanade 
(1980) questions whether a computer could test ‘possible three-dimensional 
configurations from a collection of lines?’ If a computer struggles with artistic 
intricacy, noting Origami use, how can it deal with human emotion or ethics, itself an 
intricacy in police investigation? The Software Quality Assurance Plan (SQAP) lists 
methodology as one of it’s definitions. It is difficult to see theoretical analysis, a 
meaning of methodology, being developed by police software. Or Agumentum ad 
hominem being portrayed effectively by police software users. Argumentum ad 
ignorantium is more prospective with increased computer use. 

It would seem the practical use of computer software would be as a convenient 
library, but not a librarian or mentor. So Police officers should rely on portable 
convenience, but not computer operated guidelines. A conversation with a serving 
Police sergeant in Cheltenham Promenade displayed practical knowledge of software 
security. He admitted password protection was considered essential between internal 
data and documentation, as well as other governmental agencies. These passwords are 
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administered by the I.T. Department of Gloucestershire Constabulary and are similar 
to the restraints imposed in Appendix 1’s NPD Process Quality discussion of 
‘misidentification’ and ‘dissemination’. Dr. Timothy Brain (2004), the Chief 
Constable of the Gloucestershire Constabulary, offers practical analysis of their ‘Hi-
Tech Crime Unit’, ‘Hi-Tech Forensic Analysis’ procedures and the ‘Police Staff 
Computer Forensic Analyst’s’ professional requirements. The module Lecture (2005: 
Week 4: 7) defines Software Configuration Management as responsible to ‘control 
storage, handling, and delivery of the items’, respectively police procedures, although 
the reference denotes this quote for ‘business success’. It should be noted that modern 
Western society is almost entirely capitalist influenced, although the law is more ethic 
or tenet abiding than based on business procedure. The Lecture (2005:Week 4: 8) also 
questioned compilation methods, which could vary in illumination under average 
Police jurisdiction. 

If there is this much security examined using computers, then surely that aggravates 
the safety required from an already stretched force? Certainly international security is 
seriously observed. MI5 (2004) cautions ‘information about you or your company’ 
can be ‘compromised or subverted, you could also suffer the loss of your reputation or 
credibility in the marketplace’ because of information security. Lack of reputation or 
credibility can undermine Police law enforcement, both professionally and legally. 
MI5 also notes the subtle difficulty imposed on modification of a user’s information 
and ‘denial of service’ (by criminals (notably terrorists) and foreign intelligence 
services). The International Organization of Standardization’s (2006 - 2) note of 
ISO9000:2000’s Principle 3 ‘innovation and creativity in furthering the organisation's 
objectives’ demonstrates positive traditional Police behaviour in a literary sense, but 
does not ensure that conduct will remain unchanged by modern cultural emersion. 
The Metropolitan Police (2006) revealed that computer technology, notably Weblog 
use, is regarded as ‘expressing views and opinions that are damaging to the 
organisation or bring the organisation into disrepute’. 

Internationally we are fighting a cultural war; here we see the police fighting our own 
internal culture clash. Both cases are alleviated by modern technology in ethically 
disparate hands. Liang and Wang (1999) have discussed interference ‘with the 
enemy’s information, information processing, information systems, and computer 
networks to achieve information superiority’ over it’s adversaries. Those adversaries, 
the Chinese People’s Liberation Army interprets, can be criminal. Despite ISO9000 
registration NPD has to face criminal behaviour as equipped as itself, in a form of 
‘warfare’ that competes with established governmental control. According to the 
European Committee for Standardization (2005:10) ISO9000 recognises criminal 
computer proficiency as a difficulty, naming it a ‘threat’ to which only a ‘societal 
institution’, a ‘community’ or a ‘state’ is responsible. This introduces a great onus on 
interpretation by Police IT Departments, who are more likely to be technical staff than 
experienced beat personnel. The International Organization of Standardization’s 
(2006 – 3) Code of Ethics stipulates ‘the principles of due process, transparency, 
openness, impartiality’ which is relevant to the societal requirements of Police 
process. 
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Marx decommissioning Hegel 

Lecture (2005 - 2:Week 5: 22) displays metrics as a comprehension of Software 
Quality. The physical Lecture observed sequence, selection and iteration as 
mathematical analysis and assertion of that quality. Once cultural disassociation is 
practically guarded, software can operate on a practical scientific basis. Quality 
assurance can then be administered widely along ISO9000. It seems clear from 
Appendix 1 that LPD’s ISO9000 compliance is metrically astute, as long as it’s 
security is guarded and it’s ‘disseminating of information properly’ catered for as the 
Newtown Police Chief observes in ISO9001. Brain (2004) concurs after his notice of 
the increase of ‘cyber crime’ within his Constabulary’s boundary, and his increased 
requirement for ‘data analysis’ across his staff. That increase in staff operations or the 
actual number of officers required will not bode well with Lecture (2005 – 2:Week 5: 
10)’s examination of time overruns in software use or production. The public I 
suspect will rather see officers on the street. Appendix 1 does not supply the increased 
number of police officers, whilst noting the increased requirement of the RIB. 
Gloucestershire Constabulary’s RIB and IT departments have increased in personnel 
and have posted the following on their Home Page: 

Please note, we are currently experiencing severe problems with our email system, 
particularly with our group email addresses. We cannot guarantee that we will receive 
an email from you….This will be updated when we have further information. 

Those situations will potentially hamper Police duty as the sergeant I questioned told 
of committed use of internal email communication in ‘crime reduction’. 

Software quality analysis is largely explorational as ‘computer technology is 
integrated into society’ Johnson (2001). Explorers like Edmund Hillary and Tenzing 
Norgay were supported by modern equipment as much as the glory of Empire (New 
Zealander Hillary was subsequently awarded two knighthoods) and religious and 
ethnic belief (notice the placing of a small cross on the summit and Sherpa 
instruction). A conglomeration of science and belief gave quality assurance to 29,035 
feet. 

 

Socrates - given hypotheses lead to contradiction 

ISO 9000 compliance is integrated with both LPD and other police constabularies on 
a legal basis, though Reformat, Pedrycz and Pizzi (2003) question software quality 
analysis using computational intelligence, and in particular ‘genetic classifiers’. 
‘These classifiers are built on data representing subjective evaluation of software 
objects done by humans.’ That most certainly can question computer use in police 
work. Ethical, ethnic and sexual behaviours are likely to be limitations on these 
classifiers. Appendix 1, whilst sensible in the police compliance with ISO9000/9001, 
demonstrates a lack of understanding of the intricacies of software development and 
the potential of ‘genetic classifiers’. Reformat, Pedrycz and Pizzi (2003) examine the 
nonlinear character of relationships existing between data points being a handicap in 
system analysis. This diversity of data is a prime example of why police software 
needs to be closely watched by police staff, and not relied upon to cut edges. Yang 
(2001) observes ‘becoming ISO 9000 registered is only the first step to achieving 
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consistent software quality’. Bevan (1995) states that ‘the conventional assumption 
that quality is an attribute of a product is misleading, as the attributes required for 
quality will depend on how the product is used.’ He recommends ‘specified’ users 
must perform ‘specified’ tasks in ‘specified’ environments, which questions how 
effectively a large organisation, such as LPD, with it’s variety of experience and 
ability, will use a unified system without continual guidance. Bevan and MacLeod 
(1994:4) add by stating ‘a major problem is that in spite of recent acknowledgement 
that usability is an important software quality (e.g. ISO 9126), it has remained a fuzzy 
concept which has been difficult to evaluate and impossible to measure.’ This ‘fuzzy 
concept’ may well detract from LPD’s duty. Appendix 1 demonstrates cohesive ISO 
9001 registration in literary terms, but Koren’s (2001) continuous activity requirement 
of ‘software process improvement’ should be noted. The recognition of software 
maturity, information collection and investigation is interesting as these will need to 
be continually assessed in police computer use, although Koren ‘illustrates how 
several sources of information may be combined to provide necessary information to 
identify goals and leverage points.’ Largely, much of the analysis in this paper is an 
exploration of uncharted land: both possible and uncertain use of police computers in 
their essential work. Security, both within the network and extensile, is of the essence. 
Thelen’s (1997:266) case study of ISO 9000 compliance is an admission that human 
variation must be observed using the Software Engineering Institute’s Capability 
Maturity Model to observe ‘software development activities’ and incorporate ‘best 
industry practices’. Best industry practice in the Police Force is largely recognition of 
social, ethnic, ethical and irreconcilable data. Software quality analysis will always 
find ISO 9000 typically business oriented and Koren (2001:1) describes software 
engineering as ‘a complicated….and many-sided discipline’, which is literally 
immutable with it’s usage. 

TickIT ‘can only be used in combination with ISO 9001’ according to the 
International Trade Centre (2001:9), and Appendix 1 only notes a desire to gain ISO 
9001 registration, while the NPD RIB is only achieving ISO 9000 registration in 
January 2006. The organisational culture of NPD is impacted by this ‘complicated’ 
and ‘many-sided’ control. ISO 9001:2000 has apparently ‘added some sector-specific 
requirements, guidelines and clarifications’ which will redeem constable behaviour 
through human leadership, the strongest competition to inflexible ISO 9000:2000 
guidance. 
 
Whilst software quality assurance is essential in many respects to Newtown’s Police 
software integration, it should be of concern that ‘human nature’, that intrinsic part of 
police investigatory instruction, needs reference from both staff and software. Perhaps 
Software Quality Assurance should be replaced with Software Quality Insurance? 
 
 
Word Count: 2,189 (excluding references, appendix and essay question) 
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Appendix 1 
 
 
Newtown Police Department records and information bureau case study 
 
Organisational Background 
 
In a sector in which credibility is everything, the Newtown Police Department’s 
(NPD) Records and Identification Bureau (RIB) decided to reinforce its reputation as 
a reliable information provider. In January 2006, it decided to accomplish this by 
attempting to achieve ISO 9000 registration.  
 
The RIB, with more than 195 employees who together work around the clock, 
maintains and disseminates a variety of important records for the NPD. As in any 
police department, accurate and thorough record keeping is a critical function in the 
legal process. Newtown is the sixth largest city in the country, so the NPD processes a 
tremendous volume of information. The criminal records unit alone can receive as 
many as 11,000 telephone requests a month from officers and other law enforcement 
agencies. Requests range from criminal background checks to checks for outstanding 
warrants.  
 
Role and Responsibilities 
 
The growing list of RIB responsibilities includes such duties as: 
 

• Maintaining records relating to incidents, arrests, bookings, impounds, 
repossessions and forensic imaging 

 
• Fingerprinting and photographing suspects 

 
• Teaching officers to use the police department’s records managements 

system 
 

• Training PPD personnel in both ink and electronic fingerprinting 
. 
• Performing criminal history records checks for City of Newtown 

employment applicants and for law enforcement purposes 
 

• Providing fingerprinting services for citizens who need to provide 
fingerprints to other agencies, including the Department of Nursing, 
Department of Education and state licensing boards 

 
Process quality – Newtown Police Chief 
 
“Recognizing our objectives with regard to ISO 9001 registration, we knew that the 
information we provided had to be entirely accurate. Misidentifying somebody or 
disseminating information improperly was simply not acceptable. We also knew that 
if our process did allow a mistake, we had to have a way to fix it. With that in mind, 
we began to concentrate on the quality of our processes”. 
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